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1. in this new report, un women and undp warn that
countries that have introduced women-centered

response efforts will only be successful if they receive
adequate and consistent funding. the organizations

advise that services to prevent and respond to gender-
based violence should be classified as essential services,
receive funding, and be considered part of national and

local covid-19 response plans. budgets for pandemic
response and relief also need to account for womens

needs. to guarantee that the pandemics unique impact
on women is acknowledged and addressed, women

leadership and decision-making in covid-19 response,
along with sex-disaggregateddata,are crucial. essential

american english is a five-level course with a
comprehensive digital book forinteractive whiteboards.
the course is designed for learners who want to quickly
improvetheir english. the fresh content and clear-cut

methodology makesessential american englisha popular
choice for learners and educators alike. the self-study

sections foundinside the integrated activity book
facilitate independent investigation and learning. this
fact sheet and accompanying interactive data tools
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provide characteristics of the estimated 11.3 million
unauthorized immigrants in the united states, using a

unique mpi methodology that assigns legal status to u.s.
census bureau data. the fact sheet and tools offer

statistics on these immigrants origins, u. destinations,
educational attainment, english proficiency,

employment, income, home ownership, and more.
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the course uses a more adult range of topics and the
students are very involved in the conversation. we often

start from a reading comprehension, which provides
students with the necessary vocabulary, then we

increase our information thanks to a listening activity
and the students express their point of view in the final

discussion, so they are able to improve their english
gradually and without any anxiety. this interactive map

allows users to explore data on every state’s english
learner subgroups and compare their schools with similar

schools in other states. use the drop-down menu to
choose your state, and then explore the results on

english learner subgroups and compare schools with
similar schools in other states. the data are from the

national center for education statistics (nces) school year
2019-2020 assessment. un women and undp warn that

countries that have introduced women-centered
response efforts will only be successful if they receive
adequate and consistent funding. the organizations

advise that services to prevent and respond to gender-
based violence should be classified as essential services,
receive funding, and be considered part of national and

local covid-19 response plans. budgets for pandemic
response and relief also need to account for womens

needs. to guarantee that the pandemics unique impact
on women is acknowledged and addressed, women

leadership and decision-making in covid-19 response,
along with sex-disaggregateddata,are crucial. in this new
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